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BASIC SKILLS PRACTICE

In each sentence, underline the items requiring parallelism.   Make sure they are all 

parallel. When you ! nd an item that breaks parallelism, cross it out, and write in 

your correction below the sentence.

2.1 The exhaust pipe on my station wagon is rusted, broken, and is ready to fall 

out. 

2.2 The repairs called for new ! oorboards, new carpet, and also for wallpaper that 

had to be imported. 

2.3 Faulty parallelism and to make a faulty comparison are two commonly tested 

errors on the ACT.  

2.4 My neighbor likes her co" ee iced, blended, and served in a paper cup.   

2.5 Scrapbooking, writing poetry, and to pursue a career in # lm production are Je" ’s 

main goals.

WRONG & RIGHT

Examples:

1.1 Wrong: Pete likes to run, jump, and swimming.

 Right: Pete likes to run, jump and swim.

Your Turn:

1.2 Wrong: Jogging, lifting weights and the saxophone are my hobbies.

 Right: _________________________________________________

TIPS

The two most common parallelism errors on the ACT are:

 1.  things being compared

2.  items on a list

Also, watch for words that travel in pairs, which sound weird if you start the 

pair but don't # nish it. For example:

 as...    as   not only...    but also 

 more...    than  less...    than    (never use THEN in a comparison)

 either...    or  neither...    nor

 from...    to  both...    and
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BASIC SKILLS PRACTICE

Underline the modi! er and circle the word it modi! es according to the sentence.  Remember, 

modi! ers modify what they’re closest to, whether it’s logical or not.

1 Crossing the # nish line, the crowd cheered for the athletes.

2 Running for his life, Bigfoot chased Marvin out of the convenience store.

3 Though he had lost a quite a lot of blood, the doctor announced that the patient would be okay.

4 Though he was afraid of his own shadow, the Mayor introduced the groundhog to the crowd.

5 Hot and fresh from the oven, I savored my Aunt Sal’s cookies.

FIXING A MISPLACED MODIFIER

Remember modi# ers modify what they are next to even if it makes the sentence 

nonsense.  To # x a misplaced modi# er, you may need to rearrange the sentence.

Example:

1 Wrong: Howling at the moon, Timmy saw the werewolf.

 

 

 Right: Timmy saw the werewolf howling at the moon.

Your Turn:

2 Wrong: Trapped high in the tree, Lionel saw the cat.

 Right: ____________________________________________

MODIFIERS: LOCATION IS EVERYTHING

Modi# ers modify what they are located closest to, even if it makes a silly or illogical sentence.

Your job is to edit the sentence by putting the misplaced modi# er as close as possible to the things 

they are intended to modify.  

So, who
,s howling?  You might assume it

,s 

the werewolf, but this sentence actually 

says that Timmy is howling at the moon!

THINK LITERALLY

Pay special attention to exactly what the sentence 

says, not what you think it’s trying to say.










